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TTT Effect of aggregometer geometry* 

Abstract t 

Inn syllectometry light is incident on a layer of whole blood initially exposed to 
shearr flow. The backscattered light is measured after abruptly stopping the 
drivingg mechanism. The resultant time-dependent intensity plot, the so-called 
syllectogram,, is commonly used to assess red blood cell (RBC) aggregability. 

Thiss paper presents a mathematical model of the velocity and shear-rate 
decayy that follows after abruptly stopping the driving mechanism. The model is 
validatedd in a Couette-type aggregometer using Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV).. To investigate the effect of shear-rate decay on syllectogram shape, the 
gapp width was varied. The syllectogram, including the upstroke ascribed to 
RBC-shapee recovery, is perfectly described by a new tri-exponential 
mathematicall  representation. 

Thee shear-rate decay time for gaps larger than 1 mm exceeds the RBC-
shapee recovery time. Syllectograms obtained using large gaps differ in many 
respectss from those obtained using small gaps: The former show a prolonged 
shape-recoveryy time-constant, a delayed intensity peak, a reduced upstroke of 
thee intensity peak and a considerable increase of the half-life parameter. In 
addition,, the extent of aggregation and the aggregation index for large gaps are 
lowerr than for small gaps. 

Thiss study yields a better understanding of the velocity and shear-rate 
decayy following upon abruptly stopping the driving mechanism. It also 
providess a better mathematical representation of the syllectogram and 
recommendss a maximum gap width for accurate RBC-shape recovery and 
aggregationn measurements in whole blood using syllectometry. 

Submittedd for publication. Original title: 'Syllectometry: Effect of aggregometer geometry in the assessment of 

redd blood-cell shape recovery and aggregation'. J.G.G. Dobbe, G.J. Streekstra, J. Strackee, M.C.M. Rutten, 

J.M.A.. Stijnen, CA. Grimbergen. 
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Chapterr 4, Effect of aggregometer geometry 

4.11 Introduction 

Syllectometryy as originally described by Zijlstra15,101 is commonly employed to 
measuree RBC aggregability.6'33'35'48'5<65'73'74'80,85 In this method blood is 
illuminatedd and subjected to shear stress, causing the cells to elongate and align 
inn the direction of the flow. The backscattered light is measured after the 
drivingg mechanism stops. The resultant time-dependent intensity plot is called a 
syllectogram.. A high intensity peak shows up at the beginning of the plot as 
cellss return to their original randomly-oriented biconcave shape and lose their 
alignment.. The intensity of the backscattered light decreases as aggregation 
proceeds.. A mathematical representation of the syllectogram yields aggregation 
parameterss that are used to assess RBC aggregability.6,35,48'56'73'85 

Besidess biological differences between individual blood samples, the 
measurementt protocol and the configuration of the aggregometer also influence 
thee shape of the syllectogram. This may result in a misinterpretation of the 
derivedd aggregation parameters. Modern aggregometers shear the blood 
sampless at a rate that is high enough to fully disaggregate and elongate the 
cells.. This high disaggregation shear rate is found essential for a high intensity 
peakk in the syllectogram. '85 

Thee width of the blood layer may also influence the syllectogram, an 
issuee that has not yet been addressed in the literature. The intensity of the 
backscatteredd light increases with the number of scattering particles, and 
thereforee with the size of the gap," effectively leading to an increase of the 
syllectogramm intensity scale. Moreover, mass inertia of the suspension increases 
withh the size of the gap, which causes a prolongation of the shear-rate decay. 
Thiss is expected to influence RBC-shape recovery and the time before the 
occurrencee of the peak in the syllectogram. 

Inn this paper, we present a mathematical model for the suspension 
velocityy and shear-rate decay in aggregometers that follows upon abruptly 
stoppingg the driving mechanism. Our model is derived from the Navier-Stokes 
equationss for one-dimensional flow in a narrow gap. The model is validated 
usingg Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)70 and is subsequently used to study the 
effectt of shear-rate decay on the shape of the syllectogram. We also propose an 
improvedd mathematical representation of the syllectogram that includes the 
peakk associated with RBC-shape recovery. The effect of the shear-rate decay 
forr different gaps is related to the clinical parameters that are derived from the 
mathematicall  syllectogram representation. The results help us to gain a better 
understandingg of the physics and biomechanics behind syllectometry and to 
alloww for a recommendation for the maximum gap width to be used in 
syllectometry. . 
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4.22 Materials and methods 

4.2.11 Experimental setup 

Thee experiments are carried out with the LORCA Couette aggregometer,48 as 
depictedd in Fig. 4.1 (see also chapter 3). A laser beam (670 nm) is incident on a 
layerr of blood between a static inner cylinder (the bob, radius =15.7 mm) and a 
rotatingg outer cylinder (the cup). Four different highly polished Plexiglas cups 
weree used, resulting in gap widths of 0.37, 0.60, 1.05 and 2.00 mm. Light that 
iss backscattered by the layer of blood in the gap is collected by two photodiodes 
insidee the static bob and is converted into an electrical signal. After cup 
cessation,, the electrical signal is sampled for 120 seconds at 250 Hz using the 
analog-to-digitall  converter board of a personal computer. The data are stored to 
diskk for off-line analysis. 

Masss inertia and elasticity of the mechanical parts cause the cup to 
behavee as a second-order system that exhibits ringing in response to motor 
cessation.. To damp residual oscillatory motion, the commercial system was 
augmentedd by a simple brake mechanism, consisting of a cotton belt strained 
aroundd the spindle that drives the cup. 

Photoo diodes 

Laserr diode 

Wholee blood 
Surfacee mirror 
Glasss cylinders: 
Bob b 
Cup p 

Fig.. 4.1. LORCA aggregometer setup. A laser beam is incident on a layer of blood 
betweenn a static inner cylinder (bob) and a rotating outer cylinder (cup). 
Backscatteredd light is collected by two photo diodes. 
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Chapterr 4, Effect of aggregometer geometry 

4.2.22 Modeling the velocity and shear-rate decay 

AA Couette geometry is used to create a shear rate that is virtually uniform over 
thee gap, provided that the bob radius is large in relation to the gap width. To 
simplifyy the calculation of the velocity decay u(y,t) (y: distance to the bob, 
t:t:  time) following cup cessation, the Couette geometry is approximated by a 
parallell  plate system (Fig. 4.2a). 

Inn this parallel plate system a simple shear flow is obtained by moving 
thee upper plate with respect to the static lower plate in the x-direction at a 
constantt speed u0. In this configuration the shear rate equals y0=du/dy = u0/d, 
wheree d is the distance between the plates. If the tangential velocity of the outer 
cupp in the Couette system is taken equal to the velocity of the moving plate in 
thee parallel plate system the stationary shear rate is observed to deviate from 
thatt of the parallel plate system. In the present experimental setup this deviation 
rangess between +6% and -17% for the largest gap (2 mm) and decreases 
roughlyy proportionally with the gap width. The exact magnitude of the shear 
ratee deviation is of lesser importance since we are mainly interested in the 
generall  behavior of the velocity-decay time in response to abrupt cup cessation 
(seee Fig. 4.2b). 

a)) b) u(y,t) „ — ^ 

Fig.. 4.2. a) The upper plate of a parallel plate system moves at constant speed u0 

inn the x-direction to invoke a proportional velocity profile u(y,t) approximating the 
floww in a Couette system if the cup rotates at the same (tangential) velocity u0. 
b)) Suspension inertia causes the velocity to slowly decay after abrupt cessation of 
thee cup at t = 0 (for clarity, the profiles at t0..t3 are drawn at different locations). 

Inn a non-Newtonian suspension like blood, viscosity changes with shear 
rate255 and is markedly affected by RBC aggregation, which only occurs at low 
shearr rates. The viscosity change immediately following cup cessation, 
precedess RBC aggregation and is mainly due to changes in cell deformation. 
Celll  deformation is considered to have a negligible influence on blood viscosity 
duringg velocity decay.25 Thus, the velocity decay following cup cessation is 
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calculatedd for  a Newtonian fluid  in the approximately equivalent parallel-plate 
system.. The partial differential equation for  this one-dimensional viscous-flow 
problemm is obtained from the Navier-Stokes equation, which reduces to: 

du(y,t)du(y,t)==  d2u(y,t) „  „ 
dtdt dy2 K ' } 

withh vthe kinematic viscosity (v=ij/p, with 77 the dynamic viscosity and p the 
density)) of the suspension. The solution of the velocity decay u(y,t) and shear-
ratee decay y(y,t) in the absence of cup ringing are found with the appropriate 
initia ll  and boundary conditions and yields (see the appendix at the end of this 
chapter): : 

u(y,,)u(y,,) = -u0 sj!tf)J")  (4.2a) 

r(y,0r(y,0 = -2r0t(-i)"J^fjJ"^  , (4.2b) 

withh u0 the initia l tangential cup velocity, y0 the initia l shear  rate and d the gap 
width. . 

Figuree 4.3 displays in three dimensions the normalized velocity (a) and 
shearr  rate (b) decay in the absence of cup ringing. The parameters u, ymdy are 
normalizedd (u/u0, yfyo and y/d, respectively). In this particular  instance the 
kinematicc viscosity was that of normal human blood at a shear  rate of 400 s_1, 
beingg 3.8-10"6 m2/s.25 The smallest gap width (0.37 mm) was considered. Fig. 
4.3bb illustrates that the shear  rate reverses and rises sharply in the vicinit y of the 
cupp immediately after  cup cessation. 

Inn practice, mass inertia and the drivin g mechanism's elasticity should be 
takenn into account that cause ringing of the cup in response to motor  cessation. 
Thee ringing effect superimposes an oscillation on the smoothly decaying fluid 
velocity.. The appendix shows that ringing adds two additional terms to 
equationss (4.2a) and (4.2b). Figure 4.4 shows the effect of damped oscillatory 
motionn (50 Hz, time-constant = 5 ms) for  the same geometry as in Fig. 4.3. In 
Fig.. 4.5 the damping is reduced (time-constant = 40 ms), clearly revealing the 
effectt  of oscillatory motion. Figure 4.5 characterizes the commercial LORCA 
aggregometer.48 8 
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Fig.. 4.3. a) Relative velocity profile and b) shear rate profile between bob and cup 
followingg cup cessation. No cup ringing; d = 0.37 mm; v of normal human blood at 
4000 s-1. 

Fig.. 4.4. a) Relative velocity profile and b) shear rate profile between bob and cup 
followingg cup cessation. Damped cup ringing (50 Hz, time-constant = 5 ms); 
dd = 0.37 mm; v of normal human blood at 400 s"1. 

Fig.. 4.5. a) Relative velocity profile and b) shear rate profile between bob and cup 
followingg cup cessation. Undamped cup ringing (50 Hz, time-constant = 40 ms); 
dd = 0.37 mm; v of normal human blood at 400 s"1. 
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Chapterr 4, Effect of aggregometer geometry 

4.2.33 Influence of the shear-rate decay on the syHectogram 

Itt appears from Figs. 4.3 - 4.5 that the shear rate is not uniformly distributed 
overr the gap during the velocity decay. If layers of fixed width represent the 
bloodd in the gap then RBCs in each layer are in a different state of shape 
recoveryy and/or aggregation after cup cessation yielding different contributions 
too the syllectogram. In addition, cells in close vicinity of the bob give a larger 
contributionn to the intensity of the backscattered light than distant cells do." 
Thee net result is a gap width dependent syllectogram. 

tt Y 1/2 (ms) 

160 0 

140 0 

120 0 

100 0 

80 0 

60 0 

40 0 

20 0 

0 0 
0.000 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 

dd (mm) 

Fig.. 4.6. The shear-rate half-life (t^) at the bob in normal human blood versus the 
gapp width (d) after shearing at 400 s"1. The dotted line indicates the typical half-life 
valuee (Trx) of RBC-shape recovery.5 

Thee shear rate is the actual parameter affecting RBC deformation and 
aggregation.. The shape recovery of cells can only be measured if the shear rate 
decayss faster than do cells recover their biconcave resting shape. The shear-rate 
decayy happens to be slowest in the vicinity of the bob where cells' contribution 
too the backscatter intensity is the highest." Since it is not possible to describe 
thee shear-rate decay by a single time-constant as can be seen from equation 
(4.2b),, a half-life parameter was used. The half-life depends on the gap width 
(d)(d) and is defined as the time required for the shear rate to reduce by 50% of its 
initiall  value. Equation (4.2b) was used to determine numerically the shear-rate 
half-lifee ty/2(d) at the bob in normal human blood25 (v = 3.8-10-6 m/s at 
y=y= 400 s"), see Fig. 4.6. A shape-recovery time Tr = 62 ms with half-life 
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TTrr>> /2/2 = 43 ms, has been reported for human RBCs in a phosphate-buffer 
saline/dextrann solution of similar kinematic viscosity.5 Figure 4.6 shows that 
thee shear-rate half-life exceeds the RBC-shape recovery half-life for 
d>d> 1.1 mm, resulting in a prolongation of the observed RBC-shape recovery 
timee as measured from the syllectogram (see section 2.4). 

4.2.44 Tri-exponential syllectogram representation 

Inn a syllectogram, four RBC-behavioral stages are distinguished (Fig. 4.7). 
Thesee are: 1) The initial plateau during the disaggregation stage originates from 
thee light that is backscattered by the elongated RBCs that are aligned in the 
directionn of the flow. The intensity of the light relates to the state of elongation 
andd thus depends on the shear rate. 2) In the shape-recovery stage that follows 
immediatelyy after cup cessation, cells collectively lose their alignment and 
returnn to their biconcave resting shape. The recovery stage is accompanied by 
ann exponential increase in light backscatter5 leading to a high intensity peak in 
thee syllectogram. 3) Aggregation starts during the shape-recovery stage when 
externall  shear forces fail to keep the RBCs dissociated. RBCs start to aggregate 
side-to-sidee as stacks of coins, called rouleaux, causing the backscatter of light 
too decrease exponentially65 with a time-constant of about 1 - 3 s in normal 
humann blood. 4) Rouleaux formation is immediately followed by so-called 3D 
aggregatee formation during which rouleaux connect end-to-end as well as side-
to-end,, creating larger 3D aggregates. In normal human blood, the formation of 
3DD aggregates is a slower process6 with a time-constant of about 10 - 25 s. 

Thee conventional mathematical representation of the syllectogram 
containss two time-constants and describes the curve from the peak onward. ' ' 
Thiss study introduces a third time-constant to include the upstroke caused by 
RBCC shape recovery.5 Thus, the intensity curve I(t) was fitted using a tri-
exponentiall  function containing three time-constants associated with RBC-
shapee recovery (Tr\ rouleaux formation (Tf) and 3D aggregate formation (Ts): 

I(t)I(t)  = -Ir-e-t/Tr +I f<e~t/Tf +I s-e~t/T*  +I 0 , (4.3) 

wheree ln If, and Is denote the contribution of shape recovery, (fast) rouleaux 
formationn and (slow) 3D aggregate formation, respectively. 

Thee curve fit is performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
forr fitting non-linear functions. Since the syllectogram is sampled uniformly 
mostt data points stem from the tail of the curve. To prevent the fitting 
algorithmm from focusing on this region, the curves were re-sampled by 
selectingg 500 points uniformly distributed on a logarithmic time scale. 

Severall  aggregation parameters are derived from the syllectogram as 
indicatedd in Fig. 4.7. The amplitude (Amp) is used to describe the extent of 
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aggregation.6'44 Aggregation kinetics is described by the time-constants Tf and 
TTss but also by t%. The latter is the time that elapses until the peak intensity is 
reducedd by half the amplitude (to 1%). In clinical hemorheology a single 
parameterr is sometimes used to describe the overall aggregation behavior of the 
suspension.. This aggregation index {AT) is a value between 0 and 1 and depends 
onn both the extent and kinetics of aggregation.6'33'48'74'85 It is often determined 
fromm the areas A and B bounded by t = ttop and t = ttop + 10 s as48 AI = A/(A+B) 
(seee Fig. 4.7). 

Thee time elapsed until the occurrence of the peak is sometimes used as 
ann indication of the RBC-shape recovery time. The peak occurs when the first 
derivativee of equation (4.3) equals zero. The first derivative depends on all 
parameterss of equation (4.3) including the aggregation parameters. The fact that 
tttoptop is influenced by the aggregation process makes it an unsuitable candidate 
forr representing the RBC-shape recovery time. 

/(au) ) 

Amp Amp 

Fig.. 4.7. The syllectogram distinguishes four behavioral stages: 1) Disaggregation, 
2)) RBC-shape recovery, 3) Rouleaux formation immediately followed by 4) 3D 
aggregatee formation. The peak duration is exaggerated, au = arbitrary units. 
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4.33 Experiments 

4.3.11 Measurement of the velocity decay 

Particlee Image Velocimetry (PIV)70 (PIV 1100, Dantec, Skovlunde, Denmark) 
wass used to verify the theoretical velocity decay in the Couette system (bob 
radiuss = 15.7 mm, gap width = 1 mm, see Fig. 4.8). A long distance objective 
(numericall  aperture = 0.1) was focused on a laser-illuminated suspension layer 
containingg light scattering seeding particles (polyamid, 0 = 20 urn). The focal 
planee was approximately 2 mm below the surface. The suspension surface was 
coveredd with a glass plate to reduce optical disturbances. The small clearance 
(approximatelyy 0.5 mm) between the glass cover plate and the top of the 
rotatingg cylinder was bridged by the suspension. 

Longg distance 
objective objective 

Surface e 
.. mirror 

Laserr illumination 

Cup p 

\ \ üüROÏROÏ J 
iBobb '\ 

\ \ 

Suspension n 

Fig.. 4.8. Velocity measurement using particle image velocimetry. A camera focuses 
onn a laser-illuminated region of interest (ROI) between the static bob and the 
rotatingg cup. The velocity of seeding particles in the ROI is repeatedly determined 
basedd on their displacement in image-pairs with a known inter-image delay. 

Thee seeding particles were suspended in water (v = 10"6 m2/s). The local 
suspensionn velocity was determined from the displacement of interrogation 
areass between pairs of images using correlation techniques.70 The inter-image 
delaydelay for any given pair was 1.5 ms. Image-pairs were taken every 6.66 ms for 
aa period of 200 ms. A mechanical brake mechanism was utilized to reduce the 
effectt of mechanical ringing. The velocities of all interrogation areas in the gap 
weree plotted versus the distance to the bob (y) and versus the time (f). Gaussian 
smoothingg was used to reduce noise. 

Figuree 4.9a shows the theoretical velocity decay accompanied by that 
measuredd using PIV in Fig. 4.9b. Figure 4.10 shows cross-sections of the 3D 

Camera a 
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illustrationn in Fig. 4.9. It demonstrates that both the velocity profiles 
(Fig.. 4.10a) and the velocity-decay curves (Fig. 4.10b) closely match the 
theoreticall  curves (dotted lines) despite a deviation close to the cup 
immediatelyy following cup cessation. The deviation is due to optical deflections 
att the cylinder walls and to residual mechanical ringing. Taking these sources 
off  deviation into consideration we conclude that the theoretical model provides 
aa fairly good representation of the velocity and shear-rate decay in the gap. 

a)) ^  b) 

Fig.. 4.9. Velocity decay of water in a Couette system after cup cessation, 
a)) Theoretical, b) measured using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Bob 
radiuss = 15.7 mm; gap width = 1 mm. 

200 0 

Fig.. 4.10. Cross-sections of Fig. 4.9 showing: a) velocity profile between bob 
(y/yO(y/yO = 0) and cup (y/yO = 1) at different time points, b) Velocity-decay curves at 
differentt locations. The dotted lines represent the theoretical curves. 
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4.3.22 Syllectogram measurements 

Blood-samplee preparation 
Bloodd samples, 25 ml each, of eight healthy donors were collected from the 
antecubitall  vein using EDTA as anticoagulant. Since backscattering depends on 
thee level of oxygenation, the blood samples were fully oxygenated before each 
experiment.488 The volume fraction of RBCs was in the range of 0.44-0.46 1/1. A 
syllectogramm was measured after disaggregating the blood sample at a shear 
ratee of 400 s~ for 10 seconds. Measurements were performed within 1-6 hours 
afterr blood withdrawal. 

Validationn of tri-exponential syllectogram representation 
Thee validity of three mathematical syllectogram representations were assessed 
byy comparing them against the measured syllectogram of a healthy volunteer 
(0.377 mm gap). The measured curve was first fitted using the bi-exponential 
curvee strip method implemented in the LORCA. ' The same syllectogram was 
thenn fitted to the bi-exponential and tri-exponential representations of the 
syllectogramm using the Levenberg-Marquardt fitting algorithm.71 The bi-
exponentiall  representations excluded the RBC-shape recovery term (Ir, Tr). 

AA ƒ (au) 

0.55 -

tri-e) ) 

0.5 5 

1.U U 

11 5 

;ponentiall fit 

-bi-exponent t 

\ \ 

I I 
j j 

:: LORCAfit 
;(bi-exponential) ) 

aff fit 

0.011 0.10, 1.00 10.00 100.00 

tj j top p t (s )) > 

Fig.. 4.11. Deviation (AI) between mathematical syllectogram representations and a 
measuredd curve. au=arbitrary units. 
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Figuree 4.11 shows the difference {AT) between the mathematical representations 
andd the measured curve. It demonstrates that, in the first few seconds, the tri-
exponentiall  syllectogram representation matches the measured curve more 
closelyy than the bi-exponential variants. This justifies the use of the tri-
exponentiall  representation for studying RBC-shape recovery in small gaps. The 
tri-exponentiall  fit  also proves ideal for studying the effect of the shear-rate 
decayy on the shape of the entire syllectogram in the case of larger gaps as well. 

Effectt  of the gap width on shape recovery and on aggregation parameters 
Syllectogramss of eight individuals were measured using four different gaps: 
0.37,, 0.60, 1.05 and 2.00 mm. A fresh sample was used after each cup change. 
Inn the following, the two-tailed paired t-test was used to test the null hypothesis 
off  equal means. 

Syllectogramss of a single individual obtained using the four different gap 
widthss indicate (Fig. 4.12a) that backscatter intensity increases with the gap 
width.. The dots represent the syllectogram, while the solid lines represent the 
tri-exponentiall  fit. An enlargement of the syllectogram peak (Fig. 4.12b) 
revealss mat the peak is delayed and that the fit  deviates from the measurement 
forr gaps larger than 0.6 mm. The most prominent delay is observed for the 
2-mmm gap, which is consistent with the theoretical shear-rate half-life 
(«1500 ms, see Fig. 4.6). Figure 4.12b also shows that, as the gap width 
increases,, the peak amplitude decreases while the overall backscatter intensity 
increases. . 

Thee histogram of Fig. 4.13a shows the shape recovery time-constant Tr 

andd the time until the occurrence of the peak ttop, for different gaps. It illustrates 
thatt the 0.60 mm gap has virtually the same time constant (P > 0.05) as the 
0.377 mm gap. The important increase (P < 0.05) in the shape-recovery time for 
largee gaps is explained by the fact that the shear-rate half-life is close to the 
RBC-shapee recovery half-life in these gaps (see Fig. 4.6). The intensity peak 
occurss at a different time point ttop for all gaps larger than 0.37 mm (P < 0.05) 
althoughh a major delay is only observed in the case of the 2-mm gap. Figure 
4.12bb shows that the tri-exponential fit  underestimates the true delay for large 
gapss (> 1 mm). 
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Fig.. 4.12. a) First 60 s of syllectograms of one healthy volunteer measured using 
fourr different gaps. The dots indicate the measured syllectograms while the solid 
liness represent the tri-exponential fit. b) First 500 ms of the syllectogram showing 
thee deviation of the fit for large gaps. au=arbitrary units. 
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Fig.. 4.13. a) The recovery time-constant Tr and ttop for different gap widths (d). b) 
Changess in kinetic aggregation-parameter estimates obtained by tri-exponential 
fittingg of the syllectograms. Results of the 0.37-mm gap served as reference. The 
errorr bars indicate the standard error of the mean (N=4 for the 2-mm gap, N=8 for 
alll other gaps). 
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Too determine the change in syllectogram parameters for gaps > 0.37 mm, 
thee estimated parameters for a 0.37 mm gap were taken as reference. The data 
wass normalized by taking the ratio of each estimated parameter and its 
referencee value, which yielded a series of relative time parameters. This 
enabledd the data to be represented in a single cumulative graph (Fig. 4.13b). As 
cann be seen in Fig. 4.13b, for larger gaps, the aggregation time-constants 7}  and 
TTss are different (P < 0.05 for the 0.60 and 1.05-mm gaps) although the effect is 
ratherr small. This is an important finding since it allows comparing Tf and Ts 

parameterss obtained from aggregometers with different gaps. An increased 
shear-ratee decay time is accompanied by a decrease in peak intensity (see Fig. 
4.12b).. This causes the half-life parameter t% to increase considerably 
(PP < 0.05) for all gaps larger than the reference gap (Fig. 4.13b). 

x(d)/x(ref ) ) 

1.2 2 

1.0 0 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 
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DD Upstroke/ldis 
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(ref) ) 

0.60 0 1.05 5 2.00 0 
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Fig.. 4.14. Changes in intensity parameters compared to the intensity level during 
disaggregationn /*, in different gaps (d). Results of the 0.37-mm gap served as 
reference.. The error bars indicate the standard error or the mean (N=4 for the 2-mm 
gap,, N=8 for all other gaps). 

Thee backscatter increases with the number of scattering particles and 
consequentlyy with the size of the gap (Fig. 4.12). This causes the estimate of all 
intensityy related parameters (e.g., Amp) to increase accordingly. To judge 
whetherr the intensity-related parameters also changed as a consequence of the 
shear-ratee decay we normalized them. Normalization was achieved by 
calculatingg the ratio - for each gap - of the parameter of interest and the 
backscatterr intensity during disaggregation (Idjs). The latter is only affected by 
thee gap width and not by the state of the cells since the disaggregation shear 
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ratee (hence, cell elongation) is held constant throughout the gaps. The ratio of 
eachh intensity-related parameter and Idis therefore cancels the effect of increased 
scatteringg when using larger gaps. Figure 4.14 shows the of normalized 
intensity-relatedd parameter estimates, where the values for the 0.37-mm gap 
weree again taken as reference. The figure demonstrates that Upstroke/Idis (with 
UpstrokeUpstroke = Itop-Idis) clearly decreases (P < 0.05) with the gap width. The 
reducedd intensity peak decreases (P < 0.05) the extent of aggregation (Amp) and 
thee aggregation index (AI) for all gaps larger than 0.37 mm although the effect 
iss relatively small for the 0.6-mm gap. This finding proves that it is incorrect to 
comparee the Amp and AI values between aggregometers with different gap 
widths. . 

4.44 Discussion 

Thiss paper studied the influence of aggregometer-geometry dependent shear-
ratee decay on the shape of the syllectogram. Based on the Navier-Stokes 
equationss a complete mathematical model of the velocity and shear-rate decay 
iss presented. We also propose an improved mathematical representation of the 
syllectogramm that includes the upstroke ascribed to RBC-shape recovery. This 
representationn is used to quantify the effect of prolonged shear-rate decay on 
RBC-shapee recovery and aggregation parameters. 

Thee mathematical model of the velocity decay was validated by 
experimentt and reveals that the shear rate is not uniformly distributed over the 
gapp after cup cessation. This causes RBCs in close vicinity of the bob to be in a 
differentt state of shape recovery and aggregation than distant RBCs. Clearly, 
thee backscatter intensity is a composite signal that depends not only on the 
numberr of scattering cells but also on the state of these cells. This finding 
confirmedd our expectation that the shape of the syllectogram and many of its 
derivedd parameters depend on the gap width. 

Thee experiments showed that the tri-exponential syllectogram 
representationn performs excellently in fitting the complete aggregation curve of 
normall  human blood, including the upstroke. For the 2-mm gap, however, the 
upstrokee shows up with a slight delay causing a mismatch of the curve fit. This 
delayy is well explained by the prolonged shear-rate decay time that exceeds the 
RBC-shapee recovery time. 

Usingg the tri-exponential syllectogram representation, we showed that 
manyy RBC-shape recovery and aggregation parameters changed considerably 
inn gaps larger than 0.6 mm as a consequence of prolonged shear-rate decay: 
Thee shape recovery time-constant Tr is clearly increased and the occurrence of 
intensityy peak ttop is delayed. The upstroke following cup cessation is relatively 
smalll  for large gaps. This is the reason why the extent of aggregation (Amp) 
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andd the aggregation index (AI) are underestimated in the case of larger gaps. 
Thee reduced upstroke also causes the half-life parameter (t%) to increase 
considerablyy in large gaps (> 0.6 mm). 

Thee use of small gaps in aggregation measurements is sometimes 
criticizedd because of the limited space available for 3D aggregate formation.73 

Inn pathological cases, aggregates of 500 pm may appear.56 Our results with 
bloodd of healthy volunteers show relatively small differences in the aggregation 
time-constantss attributable to rouleaux formation (Tj) and 3D aggregate 
formationn (Ts), which allows comparing only these two parameters between 
aggregometerss with different gap widths. 

Thee RBC-shape recovery time-constant of 59  6 ms found after 
shearingg blood at 400 s"1 in a 0.37-mm gap agrees with the value (62+12 ms) 
foundd by Baskurt and Meiselman5 for RBCs in a Dextran medium of 
comparablee viscosity. Their experiments show a relatively large oscillation in 
thee first 150 ms following cup cessation probably caused by: 1) the higher mass 
off  the commercial LORCA cup compared to our Plexiglas cup, and 2) the 
absencee of an additional brake mechanism. This effect does not influence the 
curvee fit and can be ignored if its amplitude is small in relation to the 
syllectogramm and the repetition interval of the oscillation is small compared to 
thee shape recovery time-constant. Our new approach for determining RBC-
shapee recovery in whole blood using the tri-exponential syllectogram 
representationn is more physiological and considerably simplifies the 
measurement.. Moreover, it prevents modification of RBC properties caused by 
washingg and re-suspension in artificial media. 

4.55 Conclusions 

Modelingg the velocity and shear-rate decay provided important insight into the 
physicss involved in syllectometry using Couette aggregometers. The shear rate 
followingg cup cessation is not uniformly distributed over the gap, which causes 
cellss to be in different states of shape recovery and aggregation. The increased 
masss inertia of the suspension prolongs the shear-rate decay and increases the 
apparentt RBC-shape recovery time-constant for large gaps. These facts cause 
thee syllectogram to be gap-width dependent. As a result most RBC-shape 
recoveryy and aggregation parameters change considerably in gaps larger than 
0.66 mm. Thus, for accurate syllectogram measurements a gap width of up to 
0.66 mm is recommended. 

Thee novel tri-exponential syllectogram representation performs better 
thann conventional bi-exponential representations, especially in the first few 
secondss of the measurement. This results in an improved accuracy of the 
parameterss describing the syllectogram. With the addition of the new shape-
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recoveryy term, it is now possible to measure the time-constant describing RBC-
shapee recovery in whole blood as well. 
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4.66 Appendix, Calculation of the velocity and shear-rate 
decay y 

Too calculate the decay of the velocity profile we assume a Newtonian fluid and 
thee initial flow (t < 0) laminar and one-dimensional with a velocity component 
inn the jt-direction only. Provided that the gap is small in relation to the bob 
radius,, the velocity profile in a parallel plate system (Fig. 4.2a) approximates 
matt in a Couette geometry. Under these assumptions the Navier-Stokes 
equationss reduce to a single, second order partial differential equation: 

euiy,t)euiy,t)=v=vöMy,t)öMy,t) ( A 4 1 ) 
dtdt dy2 ' V } 

withh v the kinematic viscosity (v=rj/p, TJ: dynamic fluid viscosity, p. fluid 
density).. For (t<0) the velocity alters proportionally with the position y 
betweenn the plates and accordingly we take as initial condition u(y,t) = Yoy-, 
withh Yo the initial shear rate. When at t = 0 the cup stops, mass inertia causes the 
fluidd to stop slightly retarded. For the initial and the boundary conditions we 
thuss have: 

u(y,0)u(y,0) = y0y (A4.2) 
u(0,t)u(0,t) = 0 (t>0) (A4.3a) 
u(d,t)u(d,t) = 0 (t>0), (A4.3b) 

withh d the position of the outer border (gap width). If cup cessation is followed 
byy oscillatory motion, (A4.3b) has to be replaced by: 

u(d,t)u(d,t) = —[Ae'"< sin[fi>  t]]  (A4.3c) 

Inn the last equation, (A4.3c), A and co describe the initial amplitude and radial 
frequencyy of the oscillatory motion while tc represents the time-constant 
associatedd with the oscillatory motion decay. 

Underr the conditions (A4.2), (A4.3a) and (A4.3b), i.e., no oscillatory cup 
cessation,, the solution for this differential equation can be obtained using 
Laplacee transformation; the procedures and the solution(s) are fully described 
inn reference [23]: 

« C O - r . ^ Z^^ (A4-4a) 

with: with: 

a{n)a{n) = 2  (-1)" s i n f ul  e  ̂ " (A4.4b) 
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Too solve the differential equation with the oscillatory boundary condition we 
alsoo made use of the Laplace transformation. First eq. (A4.1) was transformed, 
incorporatingg the initial condition (A4.2). With u(y,t) => U(y,s), eq. (A4.1) 
transformss into: 

dy dy 
(A4.5) ) 

Likewisee the boundary equations (A4.3a) and (A4.3c) were transformed: 

U(0,s)U(0,s) = 0 (A4.6a) 

U(d,s)U(d,s) = Areas Areas 
2„ 22 , ,.2,-2 ll  + 2f„s + f,V+re> 

(A4.6b) ) 

Eq.. (A4.5) was solved using the method of variation of parameters. Introducing 
eq.. (A4.6a) and (A4.6b) as boundary conditions resulted in: 

At]At]  ox sinh(>>-\As/v) u(yu(y S) =
 y°y ^os i n h(W-y/^) | 

ss ssmh(dyfs7v) (l + 2tcs + t*s2 + t2u)2)sinh(dyjs/v) 
(A4.7) ) 

Thee inverse Laplace transformation of the first two terms of U(y,s) produced 
thee solution without ringing, i.e., eq. (A4.4a). For the inverse transformation of 
thee third term its poles (= zeros of the denominator) were computed and from 
thesee values with help of Mathematica version 4.0 (Wolfram Research, 
Champaign,, IL) the appropriate residues. For the complete solution of the 
differentiall  equation with an oscillatory boundary condition we thus have: 

,, , d ^ a(n) 
u(y,t)u(y,t) = -r0-L

 + 

A-A-
a(n)rr a(n)rr 

^^  h(i-2^fv.tc+^y(v.tcY+M
2)+ 

(i(i  + tcQ>) • e 

sinh h 

sinh h 

Ji- i + , - .ö ö 

++ 10) 

(A4.8a) ) 

(A4.8b) ) 

(A4.8c) ) 

Withh a(n) as defined under (A4.4b). 
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Fromm this equation the shear  rate y(y,t) follows as the partial derivative of u(y,t) 
\oy\ \oy\ 

y (^ 00 = -y0£* (» ) -

b(n)nb(n)n4 4 

ddss ^(i-2(-)v./ c+(-r(v.o2
+M 2j + AA——^-Yu ^-Yu 

AAn n 

—— Re 
t. t. 

with with 

V*iM-J-V*iM-J-
JJ ^  r| » | 

.. cosh 

J J 
sinh h 

[4 [4 
4 4 

(( 1  1 
++ 1(0 

ff  1  1 
II  K )_ 

b(n)b(n) = 2-(-iycoJffl.e^" 

(A4.9a) ) 

(A4.9b) ) 

(A4.9c) ) 

(A4.9d) ) 

Again,, the terms (A4.9b) and (A4.9c) cover  the effect of oscillatory cup 
cessationn and should be omitted if the cup stops instantly. 
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Rheoscopee flow chamber placed on the stage of an inverted microscope 
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